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Abstract 

  

As the exponential growth of computer users, huge data flows become a normal event around us.  The aims of 

communication method increase, people begin to use digital media to transmit valuable data through public accessible 

network. Now a day’s most important thing is to secure data while sending using a public network. Potential for exactly 

tracing maliciously altered pixels is currently desired in image authentication. This paper proposes a efficient novel 

approach as fragile pixel-wise watermarking using neighborhood location technique based on two bits (Binding & 

position) bits. In this scheme Binding & position bits are embedded as a watermark into the first two LSBs of each pixel 

of the host image. On the receiver end, by comparing the extracted LSBs and recalculated Binding & position bits, one 

can easily recognize the altered pixels of the host image .Improve the data security and integrity using two key at the time 

of embedding watermark as well as the same key is used for extraction and recalculated at the receiver end to recognize 

the altered pixels of the host image. 
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1. Introduction 

 
1
 The enormous popularity of the World Wide Web and 

exponential growth of computer users, huge data flows 

become a normal event. The aims of communication 

method increase, people begin to use digital media to 

transmit valuable data through public accessible network. 

This development made unauthorized distribution of 

multimedia data. With the growing need of multimedia 

technology security concerns about digital data like audio, 

video, text and image have grown to be a vital issue in 

these few years. For the protection of multimedia data, a 

solution known as watermarking is used. Integrity of 

image information is important especially when this type 

of data is used for authentication purpose e.g. biometric, 

medical diagnosis or court evidence. In order to protect the 

copyright of multimedia information, lead to the attention 

of watermarking technique. These techniques are broadly 

classified into three categories viz. fragile, semi fragile 

and robust watermarking .For ensuring the legitimacy and 

data integrity the notion of fragile watermarking came in 

picture. The fragile watermarking scheme was proposed 

by P. won . This approach is based on secret key and 

public key cryptography. Here a different image is used as 

watermark instead of self-embedding technique. In a 

fragile marking system, a signal (watermark) is embedded 

within an image such that subsequent alterations to the 
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watermarked image can be detected with high probability. 

Eugene T. Lin and Edward J. Delp defined fragile 

watermark as a mark that is readily altered or destroyed 

when the host image is modified through a linear or 

nonlinear transformation. The sensitivity of fragile 

watermark to alteration leads to use in image 

authentication. Fragile watermarking can be divided into 

two major classes, block-wise fragile watermarking and 

pixel-wise fragile watermarking. The major concept 

behind the block-wise fragile watermarking is that the host 

image is divided into small blocks and each block has 

watermark information. This watermark may be any 

function based on basic content of host image. If image is 

altered intentionally or unintentionally, the tampered block 

and watermark contained in that block will mismatch. The 

fragile watermark scheme can identify these tampered 

blocks. A block-wise fragile watermarking proposed by 

Hongjie, et al is a standard technique, based on scramble 

encryption in which the watermark calculated  of all pixels 

in the whole image. This technique is good enough to 

localize tampered block but lacks image restoration. 

Hence X Zhang and S Wang have proposed fragile 

watermarking with error free restoration capability which 

is based on tailor made watermark, consisting of reference 

bits and check bits. These bits are embedded into the host 

image using lossless data hiding method. On the receiver 

end, the check bits are calculated and compared with 

extracted check bits. This can detect the tampering of the 

image. After tamper detection the reference bit extracted 
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from other blocks are used to exactly reconstruct the 

original image. In case of block-wise fragile 

watermarking, a single block will consist of many pixels. 

So within tampered block some pixels are really altered 

and some are unaltered which is undesirable when we 

need exact position of alteration with high precision. This 

negative aspect of block-wise fragile watermarking can be 

overcome by pixel-wise fragile watermarking.  

 In pixel-wise fragile watermarking technique, 

watermark information is obtained by gray scale value of 

each pixel of host image and then it is further embedded 

into LSBs of host image itself. This procedure is called 

self embedding. If gray scale value of any pixel is changed 

then embedded watermark corresponding to that pixel will 

also be changed hence one can easily localize the each 

altered pixel. 

 A pixel-wise fragile watermarking scheme is proposed 

by Y Lim et al. According to this technique seven Most 

Significant Bits (MSB) of a pixel are given as an input to 

the hash function. Using a secret key and hash value, we 

calculate a single value either 0 or 1 for each pixel and this 

value is embedded in the LSB of corresponding pixel. If 

alteration is done with any pixel, on the receiver end, 

calculated hash value and extracted hash value from LSB 

will mismatch hence tampered pixel can be localized. The 

PSNR value of watermarked image is improved by this 

technique but, since the tamper detection completely 

depends on a single LSB value, the probability of altered 

pixel detection will be half. X Zhang and S Wang has 

proposed a standard technique for exactly localizing 

tampered pixel. .They have calculated a set of tailor-made 

authentication data for every pixel with some additional 

test data and embedded into the host image. On the 

receiver side by examining the pixels and their respective 

authentication data, one can expose the correct pattern of 

the content alteration. Another algorithm which is also 

based on self embedding technique is proposed by 

Shengbing et al. They used the function of composite 

chaotic iterative dynamic system. According to the value 

of the specific position in chaotic iterative sequence and 

the seed value, one can get the watermarking information 

used for embedding in LSBs. Here only a single pixel 

value is used for self authentication. That authentication 

bit is embedded in the lowest significant bit of the pixel’s 

gray scale value. This algorithm utilizes the sensitiveness 

and randomness of the composite chaotic iterative 

dynamic system and does not require any additional 

information for localizing the pixel. Yong-Zhong He and 

Zhen Han have given a proposal which is based on both, 

block-wise fragile watermarking as well as pixel-wise 

fragile watermarking. This scheme uses two LSB plane, 

one is for altered pixel detection and second is for block-

wise authentication. Unlike self embedding, here the 

image is used as watermark information. Both the host 

image and watermark image are divided into equally sized 

blocks of m x n pixels and also partitioning must assure 

the condition that the number of blocks should not be less 

than the number of pixels in one block. Now the hash 

value is calculated for all pixels within a block. The next 

computation is done for pixel-wise alteration detection in 

which hash function takes corresponding positioned pixel 

from other blocks as an input. On the receiver end, same 

procedure is repeated for getting hash value, so 

comparison mismatch shows the alteration in blocks and 

pixel of the blocks. Similarly X Zhang and S Wang has 

proposed a novel fragile watermarking scheme using 

hierarchical mechanism. In this technique pixel-wise and 

block-wise watermark data, which are derived from MSBs 

are used to directly replace all the LSBs of a host image. 

On the receiver side, after identifying the blocks 

containing tampered content, the watermark data hidden in 

the rest blocks are exploited to exactly locate the tampered 

pixels.  

 The motivation behind this is rapid expansion of the 

internet in the past years has rapidly increased the 

availability of digital data such as audio, images and 

videos to the public. As we have witnessed in any 

intentional modification of their data or work. Some 

serious work needs to be done in order to maintain the 

availability of multimedia information. This is an 

interesting challenge and this is probably past few years, 

the problem of protecting multimedia information 

becomes more and more important and a lot of copyright 

owners are concerned about protecting any illegal. The 

main goal is to provide a fragile watermarking technique 

which is effective enough to detect alteration with high 

precision in a image as well as able to improve the contras 

(higher quality) of an host image after watermarked. 

Keeping in view the above challenges and applications of 

 Fragile Watermarking the main objectives is to study 

and analyze the performance of different existing 

watermarking technique. To design a new watermarking 

approach that improves the contrast (higher quality) and 

effective enough to detect alteration with high precision of 

a host image after it is watermarked. To evaluate and 

improve the Authentication, Data security and Integrity of 

an image from the existing system. The motive behind this 

newly proposed approach is to achieve the objective with 

less computational work. This approach can be done with 

help of experimental and simulation tools.   

 There are different approaches used for Authentication, 

data security and to find out the alteration done in an 

image. In the newly proposed approach it improved the 

contrast of image (higher quality), security and find out 

maximum altered pixel in an host image using less 

computation and less time from the existing system.   

Rest of the paper is organized as: A detailed overview of 

our proposed algorithm is described in section 2. Section 3 

provides experimental results and their analysis and 

Article is concluded in section 4. 

 

2. Related Works 
 

In the existing proposed system algorithm is bifurcated in 

to two major proposals. First proposal is Pixel-wise fragile 

watermarking scheme based on ARA bits which is only 

used for alteration detection whereas second proposal is 

based on block-wise fragile watermarking which detects 

the altered block as well as recover altered region with 

good approximation without changing the domain. They 
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Consider a gray scale host image I, having dimension m x 

n. is Then N represents the number of pixels, N= m x n.  

The existing to detect alteration with high precision but 

still there approach good enough is some need is lagging 

that is restoration of altered pixels. This was limitation of 

the first proposal. Hence they proposed another technique 

which is based on block-wise fragile watermarking which 

will detect altered block as well as restore it with good 

approximation without changing the present working 

domain that is spatial domain In case of block-wise fragile 

watermarking, a single block will consist of many pixels. 

So within tampered block some pixels are really altered 

and some are unaltered which is undesirable when we 

need exact position of alteration with high precision. This 

negative aspect of block-wise fragile watermarking can be 

overcome by pixel-wise fragile watermarking. 

 

3. Solution/Need/Importance of the study Problem 

Statement/Objectives 

 

The above challenges and applications of Fragile 

Watermarking, using the new approach Fragile Pixel-Wise 

Watermarking Using Neighborhood Location Based 

Technique. A new watermarking approach that uses 

fragile pixel-wise self embedding technique improves the 

contrast (higher quality) of a host image an after it is 

watermarked known as watermarked image. It also detects 

exact position of alteration with high precision. It also 

improved the Authentication, Data security and Integrity 

using two keys during embedding and extraction of an 

image in order to increase the probability of tamper 

detection from the existing system. This provides a best 

approach achieve the objective with less computational 

work within less time.  

 

4. Hypothesis 

 

Most of the earlier proposed algorithm uses the same 

technique to calculate revised three LSBs which is used to 

replace the original LSBs of host image and treated as 

watermark. The main bottleneck of these algorithms is that 

the probability for detection of altered pixel will be less. In 

our proposed technique we are calculating two LSBs with 

a method in order to increase the probability of tamper 

detection. These bits are used to replace one or two Least 

Significant Bit (LSB) of another block 

 Here we are calling these two LSBs which stand for 

Binding and Position bits. These names are closely related 

to the method used for generation of these bits. 

 

5. Methodology 

 

Watermark Embedding Procedure 

 

Consider a gray scale host image I which has 

dimension    . Then N represents number of 

pixels       . So the gray scale value at each pixel 

of the image is denoted by    where    Є (0..255), i = 

1,2,3…..N.    can be denoted by 8 bits. So each single bits 

of      is denoted by b(  , 7), b(  , 6), b(    , 5)….. b(    , 

0). Then the individual bit of any pixel    can be 

represented in binary form by following equation: 

(    )  ⌊
  

  
⌋                                      (1) 

Where u=0,1,2...7  

Calculated 8 bits for a particular pixel can be verified by- 

Pi=∑  (     )  
  

                                                            (2) 

This algorithm will generate two bits which will be 

replaced by two original least significant bits (LSBs). 

There two different algorithm has been proposed to 

generate these bits. The first LSB is called Binding bit and 

second bit is called position bit. Here we have taken the 

benefit of neighbours of pixel   . As we know there are 

two type of neighbours first one is diagonal neighbours 

ND(Pi) and second one is immediate neighbour N4(Pi). 

Binding bit generation: The first LSB for a given pixel in 

host image I is called as binding bit. As a first step we are 

taking the position of all pixels with respect to their row 

and column value then associate it with corresponding 

pixel by following ways 

 Consider any pixel of I as     of block B. So we 8 

MSBs of    represented as   
           Є (0..7) for 

binding bit calculation. Similarly b(ND(Pi))  is the binary 

value of corresponding diagonal row and column value in 

spatial image plane. First of all convert first two LSBs of 

all pixels    to zero. 

 

 
Figure 1: Fragile Pixel wise using Diagonal Neighbor 

location generating binding bit. 

 

Let us consider that we are dealing with pixel Pi having 

coordinate value x and y now there will be four diagonal 

neighbor. Now we will calculate the following. 

Step1- Calculate x=x-1 and y=y+1 repeat until x=0 or y= 

M (if M=N) 

If x=0 then PD1 = r else PD1 = c      

Where r and c are the corresponding row and column 

value. 

Step2- Calculate x=x-1 and y=y-1 repeat until x=0 or y= 0 

If x=0 then PD2 = c else PD2= r 

Step3- Calculate x=x+1 and y=y-1 repeat until x=M or y= 

0 

 If x=M then PD3 = c else PD3 = r 

Step4- Calculate x=x+1 and y=y+1 repeat until x=M or y= 

M (if M=N) 

 If  x=M then PD4 = c  else PD4= r   

Step5- Now convert the PD1, PD2, PD3 and  PD4 into 6 bit 

binary format denoted by bi(PD1 ),       bi(PD2 ), bi(PD3 ) and  

bi(PD4 ) respectively.  

Step6- Take a Secret key K1 and generate a pseudo 

random binary matrix Ikey1 of same size as image.  

Step7- Now calculate the following: 
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B1=  Ex-Or(bi(PD1 ),Pa)  Where a={5,6,..0} and 

i=(0,1,2..5) 

B2= Ex-Or (bi (PD2),Pa) 

B3= Ex-Or (bi (PD3),Pa) 

B4= Ex-Or (bi (PD4), Pa) 

B12= Ex-Or (B1,B2) 

B34= Ex-Or (B3,B4) 

 
Figure 2: Block diagram for watermarking Embedding 

procedure 

 

Where, B1, B2, B3, B4 represents bitwise Ex-OR operation 

between row value and pixel value where as B12, B34 

represents bitwise Ex-OR operation between column value 

and pixel value. Hence Binding bit can be calculated as 

After getting these four values calculate B12 and B34 

            *∑ (         )+                          (3)   

Finally this binding bit will be replaced by first LSB of the 

original pixel Pi. 

Step8- Finally we take the xor operation in between the  

Ikey1  and matrix of binding bits. 

Position bit generation: The second LSB of Pi is called 

as Position bit. The Second LSB of given pixel will be 

called Position bit is generated by the immediate neighbor 

N4(pi) of pixel Pi. To generate it first of all    for each 

   will set to zero where i=(0,1,2).Now perform the 

following steps. 

Step1- Calculate   
 mod 64 and   

         for each 

         where a={0-5} and i  of     is also from 0 to 

5.Step2- Perform decimal addition on every bit of   
  ,   

  

and    respectively. here, individual bit sum will must be 

greater or equal to two 

 
Figure 3: Fragile Pixel wise using immediate Neighbor 

location generating associate bit 

 

Step2- Represent individual sum bit in 2-bit binary format 

so by this way we will have 12 bits. 

Step3- Now, from these 12 bits, generate 4x3 pixel matrix 

Pm. 

Step4- Generate 4x3 secret matrix Sm from secret key 

with the help of pseudo-random function. This is the 

symmetric key which must be known to authentic 

embedder and receiver. 

Step5- Now, By XOR-ing  Pm.with the Sm, we get 

destination matrix Dm . 

Dm=Ex-or(Pm,Sm)                     (4)                                                      

Step6- Calculate the   (   )which a column vector by 

repeatedly applying the following formula by following 

way 

   (   )              (  
    

   )                         (5)      

Step7- Now calculate the two position bit by using 

following formula  

                  (  (   )
    (   )

 )           (6)   

 

Now this calculated position bit will be replaced by second 

and LSB of given pixel Pi .After all manipulation of matrix 

Mi whatever image we get that will be watermarked 

image. Assuming that the original distribution of 2 LSBs 

is uniform, the average energy of distribution caused by 

watermarking on each pixel can be calculated a 

    
 

  
∑     
   ∑ ( (   )   (   ))            

                (7) 

Where MSE is mean square value which is for m    two 

monochrome image I and K in which one of the image is 

original host image and another one is watermarked 

image. 

 The mean squared error (MSE) for our practical 

purposes allows us to compare the true pixel values of our 

original image to our degraded image. The MSE 

represents the average of the squares of the errors between 

our actual image and our noisy image. The error is the 

amount by which the values of the original image differ 

from the degraded image.  

Now the PSNR is defined as: 

              
(   )  

   
                                               (8) 

The proposal is that the higher the PSNR, the better 

degraded image has been reconstructed to match the 

original image and the better the reconstructive algorithm. 

This would occur because we wish to minimize the MSE 

between images with respect the maximum signal value of 

the image. 

Effect of tampering: Suppose an attacker alters the gray 

scale value of pixel Pi then we see that at what probability 

three alteration bits namely Binding, Position1 and 

Position2 will alter. 

Total number of possible alteration for any pixel Pi due to 

8 Pixel is  

   ∑   
 

                                                                     (9) 

Since alteration in Pi  will not be detected by Binding bit if 

the bi(PD1 )  and bi(PD2 ) or  bi(PD3) and bi(PD4 ),which are 

binary bits of corresponding diagonally  row and column 

of altered pixels are even time similar. Hence the total 

number of set of MSBs which affects the Binding bit is 

   ∑  ( 
 

         
 )                                    (10) 

Above equation shows that combination also, for which 

bi(PD1 )  and bi(PD2 ) or  bi(PD3 ) and bi(PD4 ) is not similar 

for any bit. So we calculate that factor for getting the 

number of actual altered pixels. Since the size of image M 

x N . Here we are considering the M=N=255. If either M  

≥ 128 or N ≥ 128  

Hence the probability for altering the Binding bit or both 

are satisfied then the multiplicative factor i 

 

 Ω=1-
*(     ) (     )+

(   )
                                                  (11) 

Hence the number of pixels which actually affects the  

Binding bit is given by 

                                                                             (12) 

So the probability of alteration in Binding bit due to any  

change in pixels is 

  ( )  
  

  
                                                                     (13) 
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Effect on Position bits: Alteration in Pi will be detected 

by Position bits if and only if the number of change in the 

each row of Destination matrix Dm of altered pixel Pi  odd. 

Hence the total number of pixels which actually affects the 

Position bit is 

      ∑              
 

                                                    (14) 

Therefore the probability of alteration in Position bit due 

to any change in Pi is 

   ( )    
 

  
                                                                 (15)                                  

Hence the total probability for a pixel to be detected as a 

altered one is 

 Pr(pix)=Pr(b)+Pr(p)                                                  (16)                                                                     

We have calculated total probability for a pixel to be 

detected; now we calculate probability for detection of all 

altered pixels for the host image. Let I be an image having 

dimension M × N .Suppose μ number of pixels are during 

any attack without changing the image size. Denote the 

ratio between μ and M × N as Rp. Since any alteration in 

the pixel may change the Binding and Position bits, so we 

can calculate the probability for detection of altered pixel 

in the host image as, 

Pr(Image)=Rp xPr(pix)                                                          (17)             

 

Watermark Extraction Procedures 

  

At the receiver end we have to localize the entire tampered 

pixel which may be intentional or unintentional. So 

detection of tampered pixels needed extraction algorithm 

which is as follows: 

 Now at receiver end if the image is altered then it is 

desirable to detect the altered pixel. For proposed 

algorithm it is compulsory to have the knowledge of 

shared secret key by which watermark is embedded. The 

watermark extraction algorithm is as follows. 

                   

   
Figure.4 Block Diagram of watermark extraction 

Procedure to identify image pixel value 

 

Step1- Suppose tampered image is denoted by IT  . Now 

first of all we have to calculate the binding bits for each 

pixel Pi . Same procedure will be followed as embedding 

and generated bit will be stored separately in other matrix 

Mr of same size M x N. 

Step2- Now for each pixel Pi we will calculate two 

Position bits. For which first of all we have to generate the 

pseudo random matrix for by same secret key. Using same 

procedure as embedding we will calculate the both 

position bits and store it in Mr. 

Step3- Now extract the two LSBs of each pixel Pi  of 

altered image and compare the one to one three bit LSBs 

of Mr .If there is mismatch found then mark that pixel as 

altered one else mark as unaltered. There are two type of 

false decision may occur: False positive and false 

negative. It may be calculated as 0 

π=     (         )                                     (18)   

Pr(false)=π/                                           (19)                                                                

 

6. Result & Discussion 

 

Now, we demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of 

the proposed approach with experimental results and 

discuss the performance of our algorithm. The simulation 

has been implemented in Matlab 2010 environment. We 

have taken many gray level test images as a host image 

with size 256× 256 form a standard image database. First 

of all we do some major alteration in image which ensures 

the change in MSBs. Series (c) of all figure having black 

region shows the unaltered pixel whereas white region 

shows altered one. 

 

        
         (a)                      (b)         (c) 

 (i) Lena 

 

          
   (a)                   (b)         (c) 

(ii) Baboon 

 

        
  (a)                       (b)          (c) 

 (iii) Cameraman 

 

         
     (a)                          (b)                 (c) 

 (iv) Jennifer 

 

Figure 5: (a) Watermarked Image, (b) tampered version, 

and (c) the tampered-pixel localization result 

 

All the results which are generated during watermark 

embedding and watermark extraction procedure related to 
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each test image are shown in table [1]. All four alterations 

mentioned in figure (2) are standard type of tampering 

which are generally done by attackers. The first 

experiment shown in figure 5(i) in which Lena’s image 

altered,  her eyes has been darken additional on the image 

is  addition of any object in the image. The main 

application of this attack is to impersonate like someone 

else using her face or whole image and add it to desired 

image. So for preventing this, fragile watermarking is used 

to prove integrity of image. Second tampering shown in 

figure 5(ii) in which baboon’s image is altered, is a 

common way to write any additional text on the image. In 

this case it becomes a key task for owner of host image to 

provide evidence for his virtue. Here the owner can exploit 

the characteristics of fragile watermarking. Third type of 

attack on image shown in figure 5(iii) is cameraman image 

altered some object has been marked in rectangle and 

circle  and added using many algorithms like region filling 

which is used to identify evidence from the host image.  

 

Table.1.Essential information observed during watermark 

embedding and extraction by neighborhood location based 

technique algorithm 

 

Host Image 

Watermarking 

Embedding 
Time 

PSNR 

Value 
Embedding 

Altered 

Pixels 

Detection 

Time 
(sec) 

Lena 65 54.22 dB 15 51.9 

Baboon 49.37 53.99 dB 890 49.7 

Cameraman 45.93 53.69 dB 190 46.5 

Jennifer 46.59 54.21 dB 613 48.1 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Test results for altered pixels, embedding and 

detection time.  

 

Using the fragile watermarking it is very easy to detect the 

object added area. The fourth alteration shown in figure.5 

(iv) is very precarious i.e. image of Jennifer alteration has 

been done as some text been added with a grey color 

rectangle box. So attacker may try to tamper the evidence 

.If the image is watermarked using fragile watermarks 

technique, one can easily reveal the intentionally tampered 

areas. If the image is watermarked using fragile 

watermarks technique, one can easily reveal the 

intentionally tampered areas. Experimental results which 

are shown in figure(5) ensure the alteration in MSBs, 

which are detectable up to a satisfactory level by proposed 

algorithm. There are some filters like mean filter, median 

filter which generally affects LSBs of most of the host 

image pixels. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Experimental results have shown the effectiveness of the 

proposed method for authenticating host images. The 

proposed approach may detect effective alterations for the 

watermarking of images and would provide better results 

than the existing method of fragile watermarking schemes. 

This paper suggests an efficient pixel-wise fragile 

watermarking scheme capable of exactly localizing the 

pixels that are tampered intentionally or unintentionally. In 

this scheme Binding and position bits are used for 

ensuring the image integrity. Unlike earlier proposed 

algorithm by X Zhang and S Wang this scheme uses two 

different techniques for recalculating first two LSBs of a 

pixel. The results show that this scheme not only detects 

altered MSBs with high precision but also can localize 

tampered LSBs with full accuracy 

 

Scope for Further Research 

 

This proposal can also be used for black & white and color 

images in component-wise manner by taking the all three 

planes of images as a gray scaled image. Some issues 

require further exploration in the future, as capability of 

pixel restoration. If MSBs of any pixel are tampered then 

it must be perfectly recovered as its original value. Ideas 

with high pixel-wise restoration capability are desired 
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